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INTRODUCTION

Emergency medicine in the developed world is traditionally performed in two
different ways. The first is the well-known Anglo-American system (AAS) with
skilled Emergency Departments (ED), and a pre-hospital emergency medical
service using paramedics [1, 2]. The second is the Franco-German system (FGS),
with a highly developed pre-hospital emergency physician service, but only a
basic organization of hospital-based emergency medicine [2]. Furthermore, most
countries using the FGS system use anesthesiologists as emergency physicians for
pre- and in-hospital patient care in trauma situations [3, 4]. The gap in the two
systems is now closing fast because of the rapid advancement of hospital-based
emergency medicine in Europe [3, 4, 5, 6]. In the Czech Republic specifically,
Emergency Medicine (EM) is now recognized as its own specialty, but the FGS
system is still used [5, 7, 11]. Although there has been some research done based
on the benefits and drawbacks of the two systems, there has not been enough
research done to evaluate the two systems as regards to their specific efficacies on
trauma patients and the resulting mortalities and morbidities [2, 7, 8, 11, 12].

The most significant differences between the two systems can be summarized as
either the pre-hospital and multi-disciplinary approach (Franco-German) or as the
in-hospital and specialty approach (Anglo-American) [2, 9]. The Franco-German
5

model is often described as ''bringing the hospital to the patient” [2, 4, 9]. In this
system, patients access the pre-hospital system through non-EM physicians
(anesthesia, critical care, or emergency medicine) who commence medical
treatment and transport to the hospital. Emergency Medicine is accomplished
mostly in the pre-hospital environment, with patients being triaged and admitted
directly to inpatient specialty units [2, 14, 16]. It should be noted that countries
using this FGS model of Emergency Medicine do so under many forms not limited
exactly to the one described, but this is how the bulk of Emergency Medicine is
practiced in the Czech Republic [2, 5, 7, 11]. This description oversimplifies a
multidisciplinary system of emergency medical care practiced in many countries.

''Bringing the patient to the hospital'' is the term often used to describe the AngloAmerican model. In this model, patients access the pre-hospital system through
physician extenders (emergency medical technicians and paramedics) who
commence basic care and transport to the hospital [2, 11, 28]. Emergency
physicians typically take control of the patient upon arrival to the emergency
department (ED) and assume medical control for the pre-hospital care-givers [2,
36, 38]. Furthermore, their focus is to first stabilize the patient and diagnose as
many conditions as they can before activating specialty units [2]. Patients are
triaged in the hospital, rather than at the scene, with all patients being brought to
the hospital as fast as possible [2,36].
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These systems need also to be compared as a specialty model versus the
multidisciplinary model. The specialty model, used in the AAS, is an
organizational system in which EM is viewed as a uniquely integrated horizontal
body of medical knowledge and skills; on other words, one department
horizontally crossing many unique areas of specialty [2, 17, 19]. Patients are
treated in the Emergency Departments in many countries and in the out-of-hospital
environments in others [2, 19, 36]. These skills cover the acute form of all types of
disease and injury. The most important part of this system is that Emergency
Medicine is recognized as an independent medical specialty within the health care
system [2, 11, 17].

In the multidisciplinary model, EM is made up of several vertically oriented
(specialty) areas of medical knowledge and skills that depend on other medical
specialties, such as internal medicine, obstetrics, pediatrics, anesthesia, or surgery
[2, 3, 5, 7-9, 11]. In this model, non-EM specialists are felt to be the most qualified
to deliver emergency medical care in their areas of expertise [2, 3, 5, 7-9, 11, 23,
24].

It also needs to be noted that there is a significant cost difference in running the
respective models of Emergency Medicine [2, 18] . The Anglo-American System
runs a separate, centralized emergency department staffed with physicians trained
in treating acutely ill and injured as well as urgently ill in injured patients [2]. It is
7

easy to understand that if you compare operating costs of running such a
department to the Franco-German System of using physicians which are already
working in their respective departments, that a significant decrease in expense will
be seen in the FGS[2, 19]. However, it has also been noted that the per capita costs
during trauma is also significantly reduced using the Franco German System [2].

The scope of this project is to examine 50 trauma patients from the Brooklyn
Hospital Center in Brooklyn, New York, USA and 50 trauma patients from
Fakultní Nemocnice Královské Vinohrady (Vinohrady Hospital) in Prague, Czech
Republic and compare these randomly selected groups in terms of morbidity and
mortality. Both groups will be selected from the calendar years of 2007, 2008 and
2009. Each individual patient will be scored by the Trauma Score – Injury
Severity Score (TRISS) and the outcomes will be followed in terms of time to life
saving treatments, time from trauma to the hospital, and individual morbidity and
mortality after 28 days. The exclusion criteria will exclude patients with
significant pre-existing morbidities such as Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary
Disease (COPD), end stage renal failure, and congestive heart failure. It will also
exclude the pediatric age group, the elderly over 75, and the morbidly obese with a
body mass index (BMI) over 40 due to the special circumstances that these cases
would present.
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The data from the two groups will then be analyzed using the Wilicox test to
observe any significant differences between the cases from Brooklyn versus the
cases from Prague. The null hypothesis that there is no significant difference
between the two groups in terms of morbidity and mortality will be calculated at a
significance of (p=0.05). The Wilicox test is most appropriate to use because the
two groups will also be further subdivided amongst their respective TRISS scores
and compared in several categories outlined above. The software UNASYS will be
used for statistical calculations. The limitations of the study will mainly be due to
the small sample sizes taken that may cause a decrease in precision.

The study should aid in determining if there is a benefit in the Anglo-American
System versus the Franco-German System of Emergency Medicine in terms of
trauma outcomes. This is of significant value for many countries that are now
implementing Emergency Medicine as its own specialty [13, 15]. It may also be
especially useful for countries considering implementation of the Anglo-American
system. Additionally, it will help to determine whether emergency physicians at
the scene of a trauma are of significant benefit over paramedics alone. Finally, this
may have special significance for developing countries as they improve their
health care systems and consider what type of system or combination of systems
they may like to implement for emergency services.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
This is a retrospective study of 50 cases from each hospital in the calendar years
2007, 2008, and 2009. Each case was pulled from the medical records beginning
from the end of 2009 and moving in reverse chronological order, excluding cases
where the patient’s age was less than 18 years or greater than 75 years. Cases were
also excluded if the patient’s body mass index was greater than 40 or those whose
Injury Severity Scores (ISS) were less than 16 or greater than 75. Then cases were
excluded if there were significant pre-existing conditions that would have
complicated the management of the patient. This included patients with COPD,
recent surgery within the last two weeks, end stage-renal failure, heart failure, and
severely immuno-compromised patients. After each case was vetted, specific
information was extrapolated for evaluation. All cases that were excluded were
also recorded with their reason for exclusion documented; this was to aid in
keeping track of how many cases were ultimately excluded.

The specific aim of this study was to examine the critical differences between the
AAS and the FGS in terms of trauma management. The time from Emergency
Medical Services activation, usually by phone call, until the time when the
ambulance arrived at the scene of the trauma was recorded. Then the time of
ambulance arrival at the scene of trauma until the time when the ambulance
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returned to the hospital was recorded. The time from ambulance arrival at the
scene of trauma until the time when life-saving treatment was implemented was
then recorded. Life saving treatment was defined as any treatment outlined by the
Advanced Trauma Life Support (ATLS) guidelines and was further described by a
quick description of the life saving techniques used (intubation, central line
placement, etc). The patient’s age and sex and presumed Glasgow Coma Scale
(GCS) were also recorded. The time from patient arrival at the hospital until
surgery if it was required was recorded. The time from arrival at the hospital until
the patient was stabilized was also recorded.

The Trauma Injury Severity Score (TRISS) was then calculated if it had not been
calculated before in the patient’s notes. This was calculated by using the TRISS
calculator from www.trauma.org, which incorporates the Injury Severity Score
(ISS), the Revised Trauma Score (RTS), and the patient’s age to give a probability
of survival for both penetrating and blunt injuries in a percentage value. The Injury
Severity Score employs the Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS). This is an anatomical
scoring system that was first introduced in 1969. Since this time it has been
revised and updated against survival so that it now provides a fairly accurate
ranking of the severity of injury. Traumas are rated on a scale of 1 to 6, with 1
being minor, 5 being severe, and 6 is an indicator of absolute mortality. This
illustrates the 'threat to life' connected with an injury and is not meant to
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symbolize an inclusive calculation of severity. The ISS calculates injuries to the
face, head, chest, abdomen, extremities, and external injuries. The Revised
Trauma Score is a physiological scoring system, with reasonably high consistency
between doctors observing patients and excellent precision in predicting mortality.
It is scored from the first set of results observed on the patient in question, and
includes Glasgow Coma Scale, Systolic Blood Pressure and Respiratory Rate.
TRISS determines the probability of survival (Ps) of a patient from the ISS and
RTS using the following formulae:

Where 'b' is calculated from:

The coefficients b0 - b3 are derived from multiple regression analysis of the Major
Trauma Outcome Study (MTOS) database. Age Index is 0 if the patient is younger
than 54 years of age or 1 if over 55 years old. b0 to b3 are coefficients which are
diverse for blunt and penetrating trauma. If the patient is less than 15, the blunt
coefficients are used regardless of mechanism.
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Blunt

Penetrating

b0

-0.4499

-2.5355

b1

0.8085

0.9934

b2

-0.0835

-0.0651

b3

-1.7430

-1.1360

The TRISS calculator determines the probability of survival from the ISS, RTS
and patient's age. ISS and RTS scores can be put in separately or calculated from
their base parameters.

Finally, morbidity and mortality within 28 days of the trauma was recorded. All
values were recorded into an Excel spreadsheet. Excel was used to create all tables
and charts for ease of comparing the data.

To determine if there were any significant differences between the two groups,
they were compared using statistical analysis. Comparing the two data sets, it
cannot be assumed that they have a normal distribution; therefore, a Wilicox test
will be used. The null hypothesis that there is no significant differences between
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the two sets of data will be used and tested at a significance level of p=0.05. The
software UNASYS will be used to test for statistical significance.
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RESULTS
Due to time and travel constraints, the Results section of this paper will not be
completed until September 2010.
However, the appendix shows the spreadsheet that is being used to gather the data.
Tables and graphs will include :
Table 1. Comparison between time from EMS activation until ambulance arrival at
the scene (minutes).
Table 2. Comparison between time from EMS activation until arrival at hospital
(minutes).
Table 3. Comparison between time from ambulance arrival until life-saving
techniques were implemented (minutes).
Figure 1. Bar graph comparing the three above tables.
Table 4. Comparison between types of life-saving techniques used.
Table 5. Comparison between TRISS scores and Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS).
Table 6. Comparison between time until surgery (if applicable).
Table 7. Comparison between time until patient was stabilized.
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Table 8. Comparison between Morbidity and Mortality.
Table 9. Comparison between sex, BMI and age in patients studied.
Figure 2. Line chart comparing Morbidity and Mortality in the two data sets with
TRISS scores.
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DISCUSSION
There are three possible outcomes to the research in question each having
implications for both emergency medical systems being examined. First, the null
hypothesis that there is no difference in the morbidity and mortality in the FrancoGerman system versus the Anglo-American system is accepted. The other two
possibilities are that the null hypothesis is rejected and either the Franco-German
or the Anglo-American system has lower mortality and morbidity. The
implications of the results will be further studied in this discussion.

If the null hypothesis is accepted and there appears to be no significant difference
in terms of mortality and morbidity in the two systems, then this will imply that
both systems work equally as well in treating victims of trauma. However, because
the Franco-German Systems operates at a significantly decreased cost per capita,
the argument could be made that this is a more effective means in treating trauma
patients [2, 18, 19, 22]. Although the scope of the Anglo-American System
operates far outside the scope of trauma, in terms of trauma patients, the costs still
have been managed at far less in the FGS [2, 18, 22]. The implications of this
would be that the AAS is wasting money with the centralized system and that prehospital treatment of trauma patients provides a better outcome [26]. The question
arises here that perhaps implementing emergency physicians in pre-hospital
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treatment rather than using paramedics to transport the patient to the hospital
would be equally effective and more cost efficient [32, 37]. However, even if it is
considered more cost-efficient, the implications of losing the centralized
Emergency Department would have ripple effects throughout the AAS system of
Medicine and would not be confined to the ED [6, 21, 22]. Most patients are now
treated in the ED before being transferred to other departments, making the ED a
gateway of sorts to more specialized fields [2].

If the AAS is seen to be more effective in terms of mortality and morbidity and the
null hypothesis is rejected, then the argument could be made that the FGS should
adopt the centralized version of the AAS [2, 20]. There are several reasons that
could account for such a finding. First of all, perhaps treating patients at the scene
of an accident is more detrimental in terms of complications and time to
stabilization [2]. It could be that getting the patient to the hospital where
conditions are more controlled and more adaptable is beneficial to trauma patients
[2]. There is also a question of experience that emergency physicians in the AAS
obtain because they are more focused in their training in terms of trauma [2].
Finally, there have been many accusations that triage outside of the hospital can
miss important internal injuries in cases where several people are injured [2]. The
most famous example of this is Princess Diana when her companion was
transported first leaving her to decompensate from her internal injuries before
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more help arrived [2]. However, to change the FGS over to the AAS would be
made as a sacrifice to the operating costs of their hospitals and health care systems
[2, 7,19, 20] . Also, it would include integrating a new field of medical training in
the post-graduate education system for health care systems operating under the
FGS [10, 11, 31].

If, however, the null hypothesis is rejected and the Franco-German System
appears to have better outcomes in terms of mortality and morbidity, then the
argument may be made that the FGS shows improved outcomes at a much cheaper
per capita cost to the hospital. This may raise questions in terms of hospital and
health care costs of operating the Anglo-American System of Emergency
Medicine in a time when health care costs are spiraling out of control [5, 6, 17].
Reasons that the FGS shows improved outcomes may be seen because of
numerous reasons as well. Perhaps, implementing life saving treatments like
appropriate drugs, central lines and endo-tracheal intubation by trained physicians
within minutes is far more important than getting the patient to the hospital [2, 22].
Also, these patients are often sent straight to specialist departments like Surgery or
an Intensive Care Unit, rather than stabilizing and diagnosing all the injuries in an
Emergency Room, which could improve their outcomes [2, 23]. However, the
AAS, as mentioned before, functions well outside of the realm of just trauma.
Significantly changing this system would upset the safety-net features it builds
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into the Anglo-American Medical system in general [2]. Also, Emergency
Physicians trained in the AAS are trained to function inside the hospital with all
the capabilities that this entails [2, 12]. It would require a significant undertaking,
to train all of these emergency physicians to function in the pre-hospital setting as
well as in-hospital settings [12].

In this author’s opinion, changing a system of Emergency Medicine in the
developed world would take a lot more research in all aspects of both their
systems to weigh benefits and detriments [2, 24, 25]. This may never be possible
considering the vast lack of data and variation between the two systems [25]. That
being said, weighing the risks and benefits of each is well beyond the scope of this
project. The real value of determining the rates of morbidity and mortality in
trauma patients between these two systems, however, is in the developing world
where socialized medicine is in its infancy [13].

In illustrating no difference between the two systems, developing countries can
decide which system would better be implemented depending on other factors. For
example, the Franco-German system as mentioned previously is much more cost
effective [2] . And as mentioned earlier, the Anglo-American system works as a
safety net for patients without primary care physicians in the area, or those with
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other urgent problems that cannot be immediately seen by their primary care
physician [2]. If either system proves to be more effective in terms of traumatic
morbidity and mortality, however, then the choice to implement that system may
be more desirable.

The development of Emergency Medicine in developing countries is a difficult
topic for discussion, partly because there is so little data comparing the two
systems [13, 25, 27]. In developing emergency medicine in these countries several
questions must be asked. What parts of emergency medical care systems are
common? Is there a generic skeleton for EM development? It has been said that
the development of an Emergency Medical system can and should have a similar
developmental philosophy despite any cultural or geographical differences [15].
This may suggest that development of Emergency Medicine can have similar
stages in their development before a specific model is decided [13, 15, 39]. So the
development should have a similar basic anatomy which is then followed by a
standardized and capable training in leadership roles [13, 35, 40]. It is through the
development of these leadership roles where the final models of Emergency
Medicine must then be developed and this is where more research comparing the
two systems and their respective advantages and drawbacks will have a significant
purpose for these countries [8, 13, 15, 19]. Universal components of development
can be seen in a series of published articles describing the state of EM in many
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countries [1, 10, 17, 29, 30, 31, 33, 34]. Establishing EM as an independent
medical specialty benefits health care systems in many ways [2, 8, 13, 15, 28]. EM
development results in a group of in-country specialists who improve and refine
the pre-hospital and in-hospital emergency medical care systems in their country,
ranging from clinical operations to administration [10, 13, 19, 20, 21, 24].

There are several areas where the results may have errors in this research project.
These will hopefully have been minimized by controlling for multiple variables
like age, sex, and the severity of the trauma. However, a type I or type II error
could still be made, but with a small probability having used the appropriate power
with the Wilicox test. It will be important to fully examine each aspect of data to
hopefully account for any variability that could appear. This is why it was so
important to examine factors like age, sex, BMI, TRISS, GCS, and time from
activating Emergency Medical Services until they arrive at the scene of the
accident.

It will also be of the utmost importance to examine the data to see possible causal
factors if one system appears to be an improvement over the other. Factors like
time until life saving treatment is applied, time until the emergency services
arrived to the scene, time until the patient arrived at the hospital are important
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factors that could seriously affect outcomes in trauma patients. It may be assumed
that time until life saving treatment is applied will be faster in the Franco-German
system, but perhaps the type of life-saving treatment will be different with more
complex life saving treatments being applied slower when compared to the AngloAmerican system [2, 7, 9, 12, 17, 36]. Also, it has been postulated that there may
be significant morbidities associated with such in-field treatment [2].

It has also been claimed that that time until surgery and other definitive treatments
is quicker with the multidisciplinary FGS [9, 16]. But the question as to whether
this reduces mortality and morbidity remains to be seen. On the other hand, it has
been claimed that time until stabilization of the patient will be faster in the AAS
and that this system has a better success rate of diagnosing all concurrent injuries
in poly-trauma cases. This may result from the advantage of triaging in the
hospital as opposed to triage in the field [2].

The importance of this study is not to just say one system is better than the other in
terms of mortality and morbidity, but to see where the differences in each system
lie. In the future this may open many other research possibilities. Examining these
differences may help to elucidate possible weaknesses and strengths in each
system [11, 25]. This may open the door to strengthening areas found lacking in
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each type of emergency medical system, a more palatable option than completely
changing either system [2, 11]. Perhaps inclusion of more Emergency Physicians
in the field will find a place in the Anglo-American system [12, 24]. Likewise,
perhaps a more centralized area for trauma victims with immediate access to
multiple imaging and laboratory techniques will improve outcomes in the Franco
German system [2, 24].

Comparing the two systems is difficult because of the multiple factors that
complicate individual trauma cases [25]. Hopefully, by examining 50 cases from
each hospital and by examining the multiple techniques implemented and when
they were implemented, a fairer outcome will be obtained. However, no matter
the outcome obtained in this study, more research will needs to be done [25].
There is an extreme paucity in this research and as developing countries continue
to look for assistance from both systems as they develop their own emergency
medical systems, it will be necessary to have a better understanding of their
differences, similarities, and overall weaknesses and strengths.

In conclusion, it will be interesting to see if there is any difference in the morbidity
and mortality rates using the different systems of Emergency Medicine. It will also
be of value to explore the differences between each model in terms of how and
24

when treatments are applied. This information will need to be explored in greater
depth in the future, but it may be used to create better, more efficient models of
Emergency Medicine at perhaps a reduced per capita cost. Where this information
will be of most value, however, is in the development of future Emergency
Medical Systems in the developing world.
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APPENDIX A

Time from
EMS
activation
until
ambulance
arrival
(minutes)
12

Time from EMS
activation until
arrival at
hospital
(minutes)

Time from ambulance
arrival until life-saving
techniques were
implemented (minutes)

Type of lifesaving
techniques
used

26

30

CVL, fluids,
ET tube
placement

TRISS
Score upon
arrival at
hospital
96

Glasgow
Coma
Scale
(presumed)
10

Age of
patient
(years)
35
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Body
Mass
Index
(BMI)
27

Sex of
Patient

M

Time until
Surgery if
applicable
(hours)
4

Time until
patient was
stabilized
(hours)
1

Morbidity
(up to 28
days later)

Mortality
(up to 28
days later)

Exclusion
Criteria

0

0

N/A
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